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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for : 2887th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)

on Brussels, Thursday 24 and Friday 25 July 2008 (10.00)

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   11870/08 PTS A 39

3. European Pact on Immigration and Asylum
   – State of play

4. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: "A Common Immigration Policy for Europe: Principles, actions and tools"
   – Presentation by the Commission
     11017/08 ASIM 51
     + ADD 1
     + ADD 2

   – Policy debate
     11734/08 MIGR 57 SOC 424
   – Policy debate

/Public deliberation, pursuant to Article 8(1)(c)/
11727/08 MIGR 56 SOC 421 DROIPEN 61 CODEC 959

7. Draft Council conclusions on the reception of Iraqi refugees in the Member States of the European Union
11933/08 ASILE 13 COMEM 134

8. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of Regions: "Policy plan on Asylum: An integrated approach to protection across the EU"
   – Presentation by the Commission
   11022/08 ASILE 10
   + ADD 1
   + ADD 2

9. European PNRs
11772/08 CRIMORG 112 AVIATION 148 DATAPROTECT 52

10. Future Group (Police and Immigration)
   – Conclusion of proceedings
   11960/08 JAI 388
   11657/08 JAI 373

11. Cybercrime
   – Presentation of the Presidency's intentions
   11784/08 ENFOPOL 139 CRIMORG 113
   + COR 1

   – Political agreement
   11769/08 COPEN 143 EUROJUST 70 EJN 53
   + ADD 1
   + ADD 2
   + ADD 2 COR 1

   – Political agreement
   11703/1/08 REV 1 COPEN 139 EUROJUST 69 EJN 52
   + REV 1 ADD 1
   – Presentation of the Presidency's intentions
     10122/08 COPEN 110

   – Progress of proceedings
     11984/08 JUSTCIV 150
     + COR 1

16. Future Group (Justice)
   – Conclusion of proceedings
     11962/08 JAI 389
     11549/08 JAI 369

17. Other business
   – Training of the judiciary (at the request of the Netherlands)
   – Rome I (at the request of the United Kingdom)

-----------
(LA): legislative act